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health aspects of fishing
in the San Francisco Bay.
Bay Area health officials
are concerned that potentially dangerous levels of PCBs, mercury
and other pollutants are
making their way into
the fish-heavy diets of
recent Southeast Asian
immigrants. In collaboration with Cooperative
Extension nutritionists,
Cassell is developing
materials for the
region's public health
care professionals to
educate this at-risk
group. The plan is to
educate them through
cooking demonstrations
and other means about preparing fish safely and
avoiding unsafe parts altogether.
Another facet of Cassell's work involves educating the shipping industry and the general
public about the threats posed by exotic species,
particularly fast-spreading zebra mussels, which
not only threaten to displace native species but
can clog public water systems (see page 19).

The seafood-heavy
diets of Southeast
Asian immigrants
make them particularly at risk for consuming potentially
dangerous levels of
PCBs, mercury and
other pollutants.

Ensuring seafood safety
One of the biggest challenges in the early
days of the Sea Grant Extension Program was
just getting noticed. "When we first started,
Chris Dewees and I did a lot of consumer education - how to buy fish, what species were available - to get the Sea Grant name out there,"
said Bob Price, the extension specialist in seafood safety and technology.
Seafood processors were particularly skeptical. "They had no contact with extension, no clue
what we were about," Price said. "I was even
asked to leave a few places. I had to convince
them that I wasn't there to steal trade secrets or
to regulate them."
In the 25 years since, Price has developed a
variety of projects helping seafood processors
tap into new technologies; showing retailers how
to tighten sanitation practices; and educating
consumers in safety and quality (see page 50).
His efforts have earned him a national reputation for seafood safety education and accolades
from the Institute of Food Technologists and the
California Fisheries and Seafood Institute.
Seafood consumption has grown dramatically
in recent years, and with it a concern about the
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